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Are You Tired of Eating Vegetables Covered in Nasty Chemicals? Do You Want to Grow Your Own

Vegetables at Home? Are You Unsure of Where to Start?This book will teach you exactly how to

create a flourishing garden!!Growing your own vegetables at home has countless benefits. Avoiding

unwanted chemicals is just one of them. It can be a challenging process to start, but don't worry we

have you covered. Everything from planning to building, germinating, planting, growing, and

harvesting is includedStart growing ORGANIC today with this Step-by-Step guide!Here are a few of

the benefits a home garden can bring you:âœ” Absolutely NO harmful chemicalsâœ” Homegrown

veggies are rich in nutrients and antioxidantsâœ” Gardening is sustainable and helps the earthâœ”

It can provide lots of fun for the whole familyâœ” Home gardens turn empty lawns into pretty

landscapesâœ” Provides easy physical activityThings You Will Learn From This BookExactly How

to Plan Your GardenEverything About Germinating, Planting, Growing, and HarvestingOrganic

GrowingThe Best Ways to Control Pests and DiseaseHow to Maximize Small SpacesMuch, Much

more!Begin reaping the benefits of a happier and healthier lifestyle, scroll up and buy this book

today!
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A good book to have. From planning your grow, to building the boxes, buying the right soil, and

even reading the PH level and knowing proper PH Level for the soil. Germinating process and even

ways to compost in this book. You will also learn how to organically grow, which means not using

any pesticides,herbicides, or fertilizer no chemicals may be used in this process, to ensure the

naturality of what your growing. I can definitely recommend this book as a must have for those

beginners wanting to learn more and the process and steps to take on achieving a very

beautifulÃ¢Â€Â‹ garden or just to start small.

It is true that growing own vegetable at home has countless benefits. This book taught me about

how to create my own flourishing garden. Actually, I had a huge interest to know more about organic

& vegetable gardening. I purchased this book last week and this book helped me a lot. By reading

this book I have learned about how to plan my garden.Inside of thisÂ Green Thumb Gardening:

Make Your Home Garden Thrive (Home Gardening, Organic Gardening, Botany)Green Thumb

Gardening: Make Your Home Garden Thrive (Home Gardening, Organic Gardening, Botany)Â book,

the author has described all most everything about germinating, planting, growing and harvesting

very clearly. This book also taught me about how to control pests and disease. Now I have

understood about how to maximize small spaces. I have no doubt to say this is worth reading and of

course I will recommend it to all.

I was playing around with the idea of making a raised garden bed and composting myself, and this

book encouraged me to take the final step.The writer talks about the importance of improving the

quality of your garden, such as the value of increasing nutrients in the soil to create fruits and

veggies with good amount of minerals and vitamins. I especially appreciate the chapter on 'Organic

Growing' a lot because of the proven health benefits and the dangers of using chemicals!This book

has very clear guidelines on how to go about things such as planting seeds and making them sprout

and much more. It gives the right information that I needed to create a healthy and thriving

garden.ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a perfect guide for anyone who is just starting out with gardening or even

someone who is doing it for a while but seems to have complications when it comes to the well



being of the garden. This book might even help you figure out what the obstacle might be and what

steps to take. I have a lot of snails right now that are eating from my garden. I didnÃ¢Â€Â™t know

how to keep them away from my garden in an animal-friendly way; the book explains what plants or

herbs are natural deterrents for pests.Highly recommend for anyone who wants to learn the

necessary steps to creating a lively, flourishing garden!

Very informative guide on gardening. This book covers a lot of things that you wouldn't even think

of, like what plants can grow near each other and which ones will better be away or how to plan out

everything etc. It goes much more into detail o how to build boxes, what soil you should choose,

irrigation and much more. It would take ages to find all this information from google, this book has it

all together. Well worth of investment.

This book is pretty sparse on details. How exactly do you start seedlings? Care for them as they

grow? What about the "hardening off" process? He talks about different crops needing different

water needs, but doesn't mention specifically which need more water and which need less. No

mention of lasagna beds in his discussion on raised beds, a very popular and inexpensive way to

create soil in a raised bed that requires no tilling.I could go on and on, but a beginning gardener

would be much better off spending his/her money on a larger, much better detailed, book about

growing vegetables.

I started gardening on my own at 17! You would think I've learned it all! Wrong! Teaches so much

more than the ALL you thought you knew.THANK YOU SOO MUCH FOR writing it.

This is an awesome book. This is one case where thinking "inside the box" is rewarding! I can't wait

to start my garden very soon. This is an excellent guide to a simple gardening technique that tends

to yield results the first time you use it

Can you teach an old gardener new tricks? This author did! There are little jewels scattered through

this book that really makes me look forward to starting another growing season. Read it to gain new

insight and ideas.
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